Abstract-This paper introduces a resource management scheme for a heterogeneous cellular network. In a heterogeneous network using multiple frequency bands, the scheme can schedule the users into the band according to the user's channel conditions, e.g. geometry and mobility. According to the simulation results, the new scheme can provide a substantial gain over the independent resource allocation in each band.
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of broadband wireless communications requires more frequency resource. However, the increasing requirements can hardly be met due to the shortage of usable spectrum. This fact encourages a more flexible usage � f spectrum via spectrum sharing and cognitive radIO technologies.
Two kinds of spectrum sharing have being discussed: Sharing between a cellular system and another system [1-3] (e.g. a broadcasting system, unlicensed system) and shari n, g between multiple spectrums used by a cellular operator. ThIS paper focuses on the second scenario. In a traditional scheme, a cellular operator use different spectrums to deploy different systems. The systems in different spectrums would work independently. However, when a single frequency band cannot meet the spectrum requirement of a broadband cellular system, the schemes of operating a system across multiple non-continuous bands are considered.
Although the multiple bands are owned by the same operator, the different bands have different features, and t�en different values. Some bands with good channel propagatIOn features and smaller interferences are very precious resource. Some bands having relatively bad channel features are less valuable, although they often have more sufficient amount. Hence a more effective and reasonable sharing of good spec�s are necessary. Some economic approaches (e.g. Game Theory) are introduced for the sharing between spectrums with different qualities [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In this paper, we propose a cross-spectrum resource management scheme with a principle similar to "Pricing" schemes. Using this scheme, a BS (Base Station) "auctions" the lower frequency spectrum to users with higher prices, while "sells" higher frequency spectrum to users with lower prices ("The higher the quality, the higher the price."). This approach actually attracts those users who can use either the higher or the lower band to "buy" the high band with a cheaper price. Thus the precious low frequency spectrum can be saved for the users who can only be accommodated in the low frequency bands. Compared to the traditional scheme in which the high and low frequency bands are allocated separately (auctioned with equal prices), the proposed scheme can obtain capacity gain because of the better usage of low frequency bands.
The rest of the paper is organized as following: Section II describes the multi-band heterogeneous cellular network architecture we consider in the paper. In Section III, the cross spectrum resource management scheme is introduced, including how to schedule a user to a suitable band, and the relative common channel structures. In Section IV, the capacity performance comparison between the proposed scheme and the traditional scheme is demonstrated with simulation results. Section V finally concludes the paper.
II. HETEROGENEOUS CELLULAR NETWORKS
Future broadband mobile systems require an increasingly larger amount of spectrum. For example, the IMT-Advanced systems need at least 40-60MHz spectrum to meet the 1 Gbps data rate. However, the spectrum cannot easily been found within a single band, especially for the low frequency bands. Therefore, the non-continuous spectrum aggregation is considered that can aggregate multiple frequency bands to obtain a wider operating band [10] . A typical scenario is that an operator has some lower-frequency bands (e.g. <IGHz) as well as some higher-frequency bands (e.g. >2GHz). The channel characteristics of a lower frequency band and that of a higher frequency band are quite different. A lower band in general provides a much better coverage and mobility performance than a higher band. However, the lower frequency resource is always more precious than the higher one, i.e. the amount of the lower frequency resource is quite limited.
In this paper, we consider a heterogeneous cellular network. Fig. I illustrates an example of the dual-band (considering the simplest scenario) radio access network (RAN). The operations in the two bands should be supported with the same set of BS sites. The lower band (LB) and upper band ( U B) have significantly different characteristics. The upper band operation ( U BO) can provide ultra large system bandwidth (up to lOOMHz) needed for high peak data rate and system capacity, nevertheless cannot provide wide area coverage or support high mobility. The lower band operation (LBO) can provide wide area coverage and support high mobility, nevertheless can only provide a relatively small bandwidth (e.g. 5-40MHz) to achieve a moderate peak data rate and system capacity.
Based on the dual-band spectrum baseline, the proposed resource management scheme should be adopted to enable the efficient operations in the two bands. It should be noted that IMT-Advanced system requirements could be fulfilled with the joint operations in the two bands, although the operation in each band may only fulfil a part of the requirements. The key features of the operations in the two bands are summarized respectively as following:
Lower band operation (LBO):
• System bandwidth: 5�40MHz for unicast/multicast system ;
• Provide wide area coverage;
•
Support high mobility (up to 500km/h). Upper band operation ( U BO):
• System bandwidth: 20� I OOMHz for unicast system;
• Provide local area coverage;
• Support low mobility.
Ill. CROSS-SPECTRUM RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The UBO provides a smaller coverage range than the LBO, hence only covers the center area of the cells (as shown in Fig.  I ). The UB is used to provide ultra high data rate (up to IGbps) and high system capacity in these "hotspots", and only serve the low-mobility users. The LB is used to provide full coverage and to serve high-mobility users.
The operations in the two bands are not realized in an independent manner, but performed jointly. The users are scheduled cross the two bands based on a "cross-spectrum scheduling" operation, following the criteria below:
• If a user is located in the "hotspot" area, and with a low mobility, it is served with the UB.
• If a user is located outside the hotspot area, it is served with the LB.
• If a user is located in the hotspot area, but with a high mobility, it is served with the LB. The upper band covers the hotspots ("cell-center" area) for fixed/low-mobility users. Hence the LB can concentrate its "precious" frequency resource on "cell-edge" area and high mobility users, and a higher system throughput can be achieved in cell edge area. The load balancing between the two bands are supported for efficient use of spectrum.
In a dense urban area, the legacy BSs are deployed in a site to-site distance of � 100m. In this case, the upper band may also provide a full coverage for all low-mobility users, while the LB is mainly used to serve high-mobility users. In this case, the UBO is also performed in a cellular manner, e.g. supporting inter-cell handover and inter-cell interference mitigation.
In a normal urban, suburban or rural area, the site-to-site distance could be too large for the the UBO to provide a full coverage. In this case, the UBO should be set where a heavy broadband access load arises. If the legacy sites are not located in a proper position to cover the heavy-loaded area, new sites (BS or relaying stations) may be needed (it will be relatively easy to set new sites in suburban and rural areas).
In a rural area without ultra high data rate/system capacity requirements, the UBO could absent. All paragraphs must be indented. All paragraphs must be justified, i.e. both left justified and right-justified.
Cell search is the procedure by which a user terminal acquires time and frequency synchronization with a cell and detects the specific information of that cell. Synchronization operation is mainly performed based on SCH (synchronization channel). Cell identification operation could be performed based on SCH, BCH (broadcast channel) or/and pilots.
The primary purpose of the SCH is to enable acquisition of the frequency and received timing, i.e., at least the SCH symbol timing and frequency of the downlink signal. The Downlink SCH occupies the central part of these transmission bandwidths, and the SCH structure is based on the constant bandwidth regardless of the overall transmission bandwidth of the cell.
Aside from the SCH symbol timing and frequency information, the BCH, SCH or some additional channels, such as the pilots, can be distributed to carry the cell search sequences in the way of FDM or CDM, to help the user terminal acquire at least the following cell-specific information:
• Cell ID
•
Information regarding the antenna configuration of the • cell (number of transmitter antennas), To obtain reliable detection in multipath scenarios, • differential structures and correlation estimators could be employed in cell search, for the differential structure is known • to be robust in multipath fading channels.
For a system with both LBO and UBO modes, the cell search and SCH/BCH structure can be jointly optimized to • more effectively support fast cell search and inter-mode handover/re-selection. Two possible optimizations under consideration are:
• Staggered allocation of SCH/BCH in time domain between LBO and UBO modes will facilitate a faster SCH/BCH joint cell search because a UT can finish a cell search to LBO as well as UBO cells within one SCH/BCH period. This results in an easier inter-mode measurement and handover/re-selection because a UT can perform tuning-off measurement of SCHlBCH of the other mode without missing that of current mode.
• Shared SCH between LBO and UBO modes (i.e. only allocate SCH in one of the two modes). Two SCH/BCH structures and their relative cell search procedures are given below:
length, MIMO configurations, and BCH transmission parameters). The UT detects the BCHs of the neighbouring LBO cells to obtain additional information about these cells. The UT detects the BCHs of the neighbouring UBO cells to obtain additional information about these cells. The UT makes cell selection decisions based on the search results, e.g. access the LBO or the UBO mode, which cell to access. The UT raises an uplink access attempt to the selected cell. As shown in Fig. 3 , LBO and UBO cells both transmit SCH as well as BCH. The merit of structure 1 the possibility of fast acquisition of cell ID for either the UBO or LBO mode. However, if a UT is not located in the coverage of UBO mode or in a high mobility, the SCH of the UBO mode could not be successfully detected. Since a UT does not have the a priori knowledge of its location, the UT is not able to select the proper SCH from the two. Hence a UT should first perform synchronization via the LBO SCH. The UBO SCH can be used for a UT in the UBO mode to track the UBO timing and frequency. 
BS
A cell search procedure for the SCHlBCH structure 1 shown in Fig. 4 (shown in Fig. 3 ) can be described as below:
• A UT first detects the SCHs in the LB to achieve the downlink timing and frequency synchronization to both the LBO and UBO mode, identifies the cell IDs of the neighbouring LBO cells, and obtains basic information about these cells (at least including CP length, MIMO configurations, and BCH transmission parameters).
• The UT detects the SCHs in the UB to identifY the cell IDs of the neighbouring UBO cells, track the timing/frequency of the UBO mode, and obtain basic information about these cells (at least including CP In case that only the LBO mode carries SCH, a UT always searches the LBO cells to obtain and resume the connection to the system. Then the UT could be re-scheduled to the UBO mode if it is located in the UBO coverage area and in a low mobility. If relative timing synchronization is maintained between the UBO and the LBO modes, a UT can synchronize with one of the two modes, and then naturally achieves synchronization with the other.
This structure avoids the SCH overhead and complexity of timing synchronization for the UBO mode. However, this implies that the no SCH can be used in the UBO mode for frequency synchronization and tracing. This may bring difficulties to UBO frequency synchronization unless one oscillator is used to generate timing for LBO and UBO in the same BS. A possible solution is that a UT in the UBO mode can perform the periodical carrier frequency tracing using the pilots ofUBO mode.
A cell search procedure for the SCH/BCH structure 2 (shown in Fig. 5) shown in Fig. 6 can be described as below:
• A UT first detects the SCHs in the LB to achieve the downlink timing and frequency synchronization to both the LBO and UBO sub-system, identifies the cell IDs of the neighboring LBO cells, and obtain basic information about these cells (at least including CP length, MIMO configurations, and BCH transmission parameters). LBO SCH could also transmit basic information about neighboring UBO cells (e.g. their BCH configurations or pilot structures) to assist the BCH/pilot-based cell search to the UBO mode.
• The UT detects the BCHs of the neighboring LBO cells to obtain additional information about these cells. LBO BCH could also transmit basic information about neighboring UBO cells (e.g. their BCH configurations or pilot structures) to assist the BCH/pilot-based cell search to the UBO mode.
• The UT detects the BCHs or pilot channels of the neighboring UBO cells to identity their cell IDs, track the timing/frequency of the UBO sub-system in Active state, and obtain additional information about these cells.
• The UT makes cell selection decisions based on the search results, e.g. access the LBO or the UBO sub system, which cell to access.
• The UT raises an uplink access attempt to the selected cell. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we simulate the performance of the proposed scheme. We consider a 30PP L TE (Long-Term Revolution) system with the 19-BS 57-cell layout (each BS contains 3 cells (sectors», and the downlink spectrum efficiency (bit/s/Hz/cell) of the center cell is simulated. In each cell, the UBO BS and the LBO BS co-located Gust as shown in Fig. 1 ). Since the LBO has a better coverage than UBO. The SINR of user at the edge of the LBO cell will be much larger than the UBO cell. Each cell has 10MHz spectrum in UB and 10MHz in LB. The BSs employ closed loop precoding spatial multiplexing (Transmission Mode 4 in [11] [12] ) in downlink transmission. The carrier frequency of LBO is set to 800MHz, and that of UBO is set to 20Hz. We drop 20 users in a cell (the cell uses UBO and LBs). It is assumed that the LB and the UB can serve up to 10 users respectively. Each band will try to serve as many users as possible. However, if over 10 users try to access to any band of the two, the band will select the 10 users with highest SINRs, while reject the other users.
The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1[ 13] . 
Then the VT selects and tries to access to the better band with the higher SINR, while using SINRuBo' as the UBO SINR. In the simulation, we assume is WPrice =1.5dB. This is an experienced value. It is found this is the most suitable "Price" to balance the load in UB and LB.
{UBO,
The system-level simulation results are shown in Table II . The results show that the proposed scheduling scheme can provide 8.7% gain over the traditional one in average cell spectrum efficiency. We can analyze the above results as following: Scheme 1 cannot achieve the balance load in VB and LB. In general, over 10 users try to access the LB and some users are rejected, while the UB is only partly used because only less than 10 users select the UB. Scheme 2 uses the "Price" weight to increase the selecting threshold for LBO. This equivalently moves some users from LB to UB, and fmally achieves the load balancing between the two bands.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a joint resource management scheme for a multi-band heterogeneous network. By set a higher "Price" for the lower frequency band when "auctioning" the spectrum to users, the values of the higher and lower bands are balanced. The proposed scheme can provide a substantial capacity gain over the traditional one. Furthermore the relative joint scheduling protocols, SCHIBCH structures and joint cell search procedures are also proposed.
